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Oxygen vacancy formation and migration in ceria is critical to its electrochemical and catalytic
properties in systems for chemical and energy transformation, but its quantiﬁcation is rather
challenging especially at atomic-scale because of disordered distribution. Here we report a rational
approach to track oxygen vacancy diffusion in single grains of pure and Sm-doped ceria at 20 °C to
160 °C using in situ (scanning) transmission electron microscopy ((S)TEM). To create a gradient in
oxygen vacancy concentration, a small region (30 nm in diameter) inside a ceria grain is reduced to
the C-type CeO1.68 phase by the ionization or radiolysis effect of a high-energy electron beam. The
evolution in oxygen vacancy concentration is then mapped through lattice expansion measurement
using scanning nano-beam diffraction or 4D STEM at a spatial resolution better than 2 nm; this allows
direct determination of local oxygen vacancy diffusion coefﬁcients in a very small domain inside pure
and Sm-doped ceria at different temperatures. Further, the activation energies for oxygen transport are
determined to be 0.59, 0.66, 1.12, and 1.27 eV for pure CeO2, Ce0.94Sm0.06O1.97, Ce0.89Sm0.11O1.945, and
Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9, respectively, implying that activation energy increases due to impurity scattering. The
results are qualitatively supported by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. In addition, our in
situ TEM investigation reveals that dislocations impede oxygen vacancy diffusion by absorbing oxygen
vacancies from the surrounding areas and pinning them locally. With more oxygen vacancies
absorbed, dislocations show extended strain ﬁelds with local tensile zone sandwiched between the
compressed ones. Therefore, dislocation density should be reduced in order to minimize the resistance
to oxygen vacancy diffusion at low temperatures.
Introduction
Pure and doped ceria (CeO2) are widely used in systems for chemical and energy transformation processes, including fuel cells,
electrolyzers, and catalytic converters for automotive applications [1,2]. It is well known that ceria doped with suitable aliova⇑ Corresponding authors.
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lent dopants, such as Sm, improves its ionic conductivity even at
a relatively low temperature [3]. The Sm-doped ceria with a composition of Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9 is reported to have the highest ionic
conductivity [4], making it an attractive electrolyte for
intermediate-temperature solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), which
have potential to be the cleanest and most efﬁcient power source
[5]. Doped ceria is also used as a vital component in other devices
(e.g., reactors) where oxygen is involved in the chemical or electrochemical reactions. In these applications, the rate of oxygen
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vacancy formation and migration in ceria is vital to its performance [6]. But owing to the disordered distribution, large spatial
variation and small atomic number of oxygen, which prevent
the application of X-ray diffraction and electron imaging techniques, quantitative analysis of point vacancies remains challenging in general.
Since diffusion of oxygen vacancy is a thermally activated
process, the temperature dependence of oxygen vacancy diffusivity can be expressed by an Arrhenius relationship:
Ea
DðT Þ ¼ D0  eðkT Þ

ð1Þ

where T stands for absolute temperature in K, k for the Boltzmann
constant, D0 for the temperature independent prefactor, and Ea
for activation energy for oxygen vacancy diffusion [7,8]. Materials
with a lower Ea will facilitate oxygen vacancy diffusion at low
temperatures [3]. For pure CeO2, the activation energy (Ea)
includes two components: the migration energy (Em) of oxygen
vacancy and the oxygen vacancy formation energy (Ef). On the
other hand, in doped CeO2, the activation energy is the sum of
the migration energy and association energy (Eass), which is the
formation energy of the dopant-vacancy associates [9–11]. As
most oxygen vacancies are dissociated at high temperatures, Eass
could be essentially ignored. However, at low and intermediate
temperatures (<600 °C), the association energy plays a key role
in diffusion pathways.
Both experimental and theoretical approaches have been
taken to study the diffusion of oxygen vacancies in pure and
doped ceria. The major experimental techniques used to study
oxygen migration in ceria include ac impedance analysis, gas–
solid isotope exchange combined with sectioning and mass or
ion beam mass spectrometry, and thin tracer layers of 18Ocontaining oxide with sparks, laser source or secondary ion mass
spectroscopy [6,12–21]. An optical in situ strategy was applied to
measure the diffusion coefﬁcient of an ultrathin CeO2 layer at
low temperature [22]. On the theoretical side, Andersson et al.
studied dopant dependent ionic conductivity using density functional theory (DFT) calculations [3]. They revealed that the ideal
dopant should have an effective atomic number between Pm and
Sm. A DFT + U study has been carried out by Dholabhai et al. to
show how the existence of Pr affected vacancy formation and
migration in ceria [23]. Gotte et al. studied the oxygen selfdiffusion in reduced CeO2 using molecular dynamics simulation
[8]. Koettgen et al. summarized numerous recent ﬁrst-principles
calculations and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations on the
ionic conductivity of both pure and doped ceria [24]. The results
for measured and calculated activation energies for diffusion of
oxygen vacancies ranged from 0.5 to 0.9 eV [24]. Some work
reported the activation energies increased with dopant concentration, while others gave contrary results. Most of the theoretical works are based on bulk models, while the experimental
measurements normally included grain boundary effects
[21,25]. In order to understand oxygen vacancy migration in
more detail, measuring oxygen vacancy diffusion inside a single
crystal or a single grain is preferred.
Accurate characterization of oxygen vacancy diffusion in
metal oxides requires the state-of-the-art techniques both
experimentally and computationally. Although some (scan-
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ning) transmission electron microscopy ((S)TEM) works could
directly observe oxygen ions in oxides [26–28], quantitative
characterization of oxygen vacancies is still a grand challenge.
In this work, we developed a methodology to directly measure
oxygen vacancy diffusion at nanoscale for the ﬁrst time inside
single ceria grains using in situ (scanning) transmission electron microscopy ((S)TEM). The increase in activation energies
with increased Sm dopant concentrations have been experimentally observed at the temperature range between 20 °C
to 160 °C, and the results are supported by DFT calculations.
In our previous work, using in situ TEM, we investigated the
redox processes of pure and Sm-doped CeO2 ceramics stimulated by high-energy electron beam irradiation [29]. The
reduced structure with oxygen vacancies ordering was identiﬁed as the C-type CeO1.68 phase [30]. To take things a step further, we purposely transformed a small region 30 nm in
diameter inside a single grain to the CeO1.68 phase. The concentration gradient of oxygen vacancies from the CeO1.68
phase to the surrounding CeO2 phase will cause the oxygen
vacancies to diffuse out from the high concentration area. It
makes this grain an ideal model to investigate the oxygen diffusion. Recently developed scanning nano-beam diffraction or
the so-called 4-dimensional Scanning transmission electron
microscopy (4D STEM) was used to measure the local strain
ﬁeld and the oxygen vacancy concentration distribution
[31–33], as lattice expansion at different degrees of reduction
has been well documented [1,34–37]. After measuring the diffusion coefﬁcients of CeO2 and Ce1xSmxO2d at temperatures
ranging from –20 °C to 160 °C, we retrieved their activation
energies Ea using a standard Arrhenius relation in Eq (1).
Elastic strain can be used to manipulate the performance of
metal oxide-based electrochemical devices, such as SOFCs, by
accelerating their ionic conduction [38,39]. It is believed that
the oxygen vacancy diffusion coefﬁcient can be substantially
increased by tensile strain and decreased by compressive strain
[40]. The formation of dislocations in CeO2 will change the
strain distribution inside grains. Sun et al. studied how dislocations alter the formation, distribution and mobility of oxygen
vacancies in pure and doped CeO2 [41]. The associative interactions among the point defects in the enrichment zone and the
lack of oxygen vacancies in the depletion zone slow down oxygen ion transport. However, no experimental observation has
been reported to verify their theoretical predictions.
Our TEM measurements successfully reveal high-density dislocations in both pure and Sm-doped ceria grains. The pining
effect of dislocations on oxygen vacancies was observed via in
situ TEM investigation. After absorbing oxygen vacancies from
its surroundings, the dislocation exhibited extended tensile and
compression zones, corresponding to local oxygen vacancy
enrichment and depletion. By aggregating oxygen vacancies
around dislocations, the amount of mobile oxygen vacancies
decreases. At the same time, the association energy is dramatically increased. As a result, the diffusion process of oxygen
vacancies will be slowed down by dislocations. In order to accelerate the oxygen vacancy diffusion in the ceria electrolyte for
improved SOFC performance at low temperatures, we need to
reduce the number of dislocations.
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Materials and methods
Experiments
Ce1xSmxO2d powder (FuelCell Materials, US) and CeO2 powder
(Alfa Aesar, US) were ball-milled with ethanol for 24 hours and
dried at 80 °C for 4 h. Ce1xSmxO2d and CeO2 pellets was prepared by uniaxially pressing those powders at 250 MPa and sintered at 1450 °C for 5 hours to achieve a relative density of
98% [29]. Then the pellets were prepared for TEM investigation
by mechanical thinning, following by Ar+ milling at 4.5 kV using
a Gatan PIPS. An FEI Tecnai F30 super-twin ﬁeld-emission-gun
transmission electron microscope operated at 300 kV was used
to acquire the TEM images, electron diffraction patterns, and
4D STEM images. A Gatan OneView camera was used to record
the images and videos with exposure times as short as 0.01 second. A Gatan Tridiem 863 UHS GIF system was used to acquire
the electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) spectra. Gatan
Model 652.MA Double-Tilt Heating Holder was used to heat
the samples, while the specimen temperature is monitored by a
thermocouple welded directly to the furnace body. Gatan Model
636.MA Double-Tilt Cooling Holder was used to cool the sample
by liquid nitrogen. And the temperature was monitored by a calibrated silicon diode which provides a sensitive, linear temperature response. We waited for more than 10 min at each settled
temperature, in order to get an even temperature and acceptable
sample drifting condition.

Computational method
Spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT) calculations were
executed by means of Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP) [53,54] with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [55]
exchange–correlation functional. Ce, Sm, and O atoms were
described by 12 (5s25p64f15d16s2), 11 (5s25p65d16s2), and 6
(2s2p4) valence electrons, respectively. To accurately describe
the strongly correlated Ce 4f electrons, the GGA–PBE + U
method was applied with an effective U value of 5.0 eV on cerium (Ce) ions similar to previous studies [9,24,47,56,57], while
samarium (Sm) ions were not treated by the GGA–PBE + U
because Sm ions are already localized. All GGA–PBE + U calculations were performed with a kinetic energy cut-off of 415 eV,
while Monkhorst–Pack meshes with (3  3  3) k-point were
used with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [58]
and Gaussian smearing of 0.20 eV. In this study, to support the
experimental ﬁndings of the activation energies of oxygen
vacancy diffusion, we calculated the migration energy on the
basis of the previous studies [3,9,46]. The climbing image nudged
elastic band (CI-NEB) method [59] was also applied to accurately
locate a transition state of oxygen vacancy diffusion of bulk
CeO2 after generating of an oxygen vacancy.

Results and discussion
From our previous work [29], a high-energy converged electron
beam can reduce CeO2 grains to C-type CeO1.68 phase due to
the ionization or radiolysis effect [42]. The electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) spectra in Fig. S1a reveals the Ce3+ ions
increased after strong electron beam (2.87  103 A/m2 or 180
e/Å2) irradiation. After we switched to a smaller condense lens
aperture (from 100 lm to 10 lm) and spot size from 3 to 7, a cur-

rent of only 1.89 A/m2 was obtained, causing the reduction effect
to be minimized, which can be seen in the EELS spectra in
Fig. S1b. Each spectrum was acquired in 5 s intervals. We did
not observe clear ratio changes between the M4 and M5 peaks
of Ce, which can be used to determine the valence of cerium ions
[43].
Fig. 1a gives a schematic illustration of the 4D STEM geometry
we used. A focused nanobeam with a convergent angle of
0.7 mrad rastered over the sample area. Each pixel in received
4D STEM image is a partial sum-up of an individual 2 dimensional electron diffraction pattern. Using OneView camera to
scan an area in 100  100 pixel resolution, we need 200 s. The
shifting of the diffraction spots relative to the center one contains the local lattice expansion information. Fig. 1b is a 4D
STEM image of a high oxygen vacancies region at the center of
a CeO2 grain. The bending contour indicates the local strain ﬁeld
coming from chemical expansion at the high oxygen vacancy
area. Fig. 1b contains 100  100 pixels. As an example, the two
diffraction patterns in Fig. 1c and 1d, correspond to pixels C
and D in Fig. 1b, respectively. Fig. 1c can be indexed as the
[0 0 1] zone-axis of ﬂuorite CeO2, while the pattern in Fig. 1d
contains some extra diffraction spots and can be indexed as
the [0 0 1] zone-axis of the C-type CeO1.68. By using a virtual
aperture to select the 1 1 0 diffraction spot in Fig. 1d, we get
the dark-ﬁeld image in Fig. 1e to show the area containing the
C-type CeO1.68 structure [44]. Fig. 1f–i give the strain ﬁeld components of Euu, Evv, Euv and Theta (See Supplementary Information), respectively. Based on the strain measurements in
Fig. 1f–i, we can calculate the local lattice expansion as displayed
in Fig. 1j (See Supplementary Information for the detailed expansion calculation) [45]. Compared to the dark-ﬁeld image in
Fig. 1e, we can see the lattice expansion gradient outside the
CeO1.68 region. The chemical expansion e can be written as
e ¼ 0:048  d

ð2Þ

where d is the concentration of oxygen vacancies in CeO2d [34].
Fig. 1k is the calculated local oxygen vacancy distribution
from the lattice expansion map in Fig. 1j using Eq. (2). We
recorded 4D STEM images from the same area at different times
and calculated the oxygen vacancy distribution, which are displayed in Fig. 1l–o. The zero second is deﬁned as the ending time
of converged electron beam irradiation. Fig. S2 gives the darkﬁeld images using a virtual aperture to show the area containing
the CeO1.68 phase, which shrank with elapsing time. It indicates
that oxygen vacancies diffused out of the center area as well. The
local maximum oxygen vacancy concentration changes with
time is plotted in Fig. 1p. We plotted the maximum of oxygen
vacancy concentration versus inverse time in red in Fig. 1p as
well. The linear relationship ﬁtting of the d vs t1 in Fig. 1p gives
us the slope as 245 ± 7 s.
Considering that the grain has a lamellar shape and limited
thickness along the incident electron-beam direction, the generated oxygen vacancies are restricted to diffuse in a twodimensional plane perpendicular to the beam direction. The typical sample thickness is between 45 nm and 70 nm as revealed by
the zero-loss EELS spectra. Therefore, we can use the twodimensional solution of the diffusion equation to explain the
3
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FIGURE 1

Oxygen vacancy concentration changes with time inside a CeO2 grain. (a) Schematic illustration of the 4D STEM geometry. (b) A 4D STEM image of the whole
CeO2 grain. (c) and (d) Diffraction patterns corresponding to the two pixel points C and D in (a). (e) Dark-field image using the 1 1 0 diffraction spot in (d). (f)–
(i) The strain field components calculated from (b). (j) Lattice expansion calculated from (f)–(i). (k) Oxygen vacancies distribution calculated from (j). (l)–(o) The
oxygen vacancy distributions at different times. (p) Plot of maximum oxygen vacancy concentration versus time (black) and inverse time (red).

phenomenon observed in Fig. 1. The two-dimensional solution
can be written as [46]



2
x2  y
4D
M
x t 4Dy t
Cðx; y; tÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ e
4p Dx Dy t
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where the Dx and Dy are the diffusion coefﬁcients along the x and
y directions in the plane perpendicular to the incident electronbeam. In our case, we use d to measure the oxygen vacancy concentration as:
Cðx; y; tÞ ¼

4dðx; y; tÞ
a3

ð4Þ

where a is the lattice parameter of the ﬂuorite unit cell. Then we
have M ¼ 4da0 . Eq. (3) can be rewritten as


2
x2  y
4D
d0 a2
x t 4Dy t
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
e
dðx; y; tÞ ¼
4p Dx Dy t

ð5Þ

If we take an approximation of Dx = Dy = D and the maximum
concentration locates at the origin (0, 0), then we have
dmax ðt Þ ¼

d0 a2
4pDt

ð6Þ

Based on the ﬁtted slope in Fig. 1p, we calculated the diffusion
coefﬁcient of pure CeO2 at 21.5 °C (the TEM chamber temperature) as 3.0  1019 cm2/s with a 3% error.
We performed the same diffusion experiments by heating the
sample inside TEM chamber to different temperatures. Fig. 2a–e
show the case at temperature of 50 °C. It took 1177 s for the oxygen vacancies to diffuse out from the converged electron beam
irradiated region. As shown in Eq. (6), to reach the same maximum oxygen vacancy concentration, the shorter the time

needed, the larger the diffusion coefﬁcient will be. Therefore,
the diffusion coefﬁcient of CeO2 at 50 °C is 3.7  1018 cm2/s.
Fig. 2f–i show the case at 100 °C. We cannot acquire 4D STEM
images as the diffusion process was too fast. It takes 200 s to
record a 100  100 pixel 4D STEM image using our microscope,
and it only took 89 s for all the generated oxygen vacancies to
fully diffuse out to the surroundings as revealed by the brightﬁeld TEM images in Fig. 2f–i. As we know the local strain ﬁeld
will cause strain contrast in TEM images, tracking the changes
in diffraction contrast can serve the same purpose recording
the diffusion time. The diffusion coefﬁcient could be calculated
as 4.9  1017 cm2/s. Increasing the temperature to 160 °C,
shortened the diffusion time to 8 seconds (Video S1) and the diffusion coefﬁcient increased to 5.5  1016 cm2/s. When the temperature was increased to 200 °C and higher, diffusion became so
fast that we could not track the diffusion process anymore
(Fig. S3a).
We recorded the EELS spectra from the same area of a CeO2
grain at different temperatures as shown in Fig. S1c. There is
no evidence of a change in ratio between the M4 and M5 peaks
of Ce ions while we increased the temperature. Therefore, we
can assume that the changes in diffusion coefﬁcients in the
range from 21.5 °C to 160 °C is mostly temperature dependent
inside a pure CeO2 grain.
With Sm doped into CeO2 grains, the oxygen vacancy diffusion speed increased dramatically compared to pure CeO2 at
the same temperature. The diffusion scenario at a temperature

FIGURE 2

Oxygen vacancy diffusion in a CeO2 grain with increasing temperature. (a)–(e) The diffusion process observed at 50 °C. (f)–(i) The diffusion process observed
at 100 °C. (j)–(p) The diffusion process observed at 160 °C.
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of 25 °C in a Ce0.94Sm0.06O1.97 grain is displayed in Figs. 3a–e.
The composition was measured using the EELS spectrum in
Fig. S4a. The strain contrast due to the high oxygen vacancy concentration vanished in only 4 seconds (Video S2). The corresponding diffusion coefﬁcient is 1.1  1015 cm2/s, almost
three orders of magnitude higher than that of pure CeO2.
Increasing temperature will accelerate oxygen vacancy diffusion.
Therefore, we cooled the sample down to measure the diffusion
coefﬁcients at low temperatures. Fig. 3f–j show that the diffusion
process took 41 seconds at 0 °C inside the same grain as displayed in Fig. 3a–e, while Fig. 3k–o show that the time increased
to 370 s at 20 °C. The calculated diffusion coefﬁcients of Ce0.94Sm0.06O1.97 at 0 °C and 20 °C are 1.1  1016 cm2/s and
1.2  1017 cm2/s, respectively.
We measured the diffusion processes of Ce0.89Sm0.11O1.945
and Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9 grains as well, which are displayed in
Figs. S5 and S6 and videos S3 and S4. At 21.5 °C, the diffusion
of oxygen vacancies was so fast that we could not even observe
strain contrast after converged electron beam irradiation
(Figs. S3b and S3c). However, the formation of C-type CeO1.68
has been conﬁrmed by high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) images as displayed in Fig. S7, in which
the long-range lattice ordering can been clearly observed. After
we expanded the electron beam to lower the beam density, we
lost long-range ordering. With a converged electron beam, the
ordered structure reappeared. The calculated diffusion coefﬁcients are plotted in Fig. 4a together with those from CeO2 and
Ce0.94Sm0.06O1.97 grains.
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We measured the oxygen vacancy diffusion in grains of ceria
with higher Sm doping, such as Ce0.7Sm0.3O1.85. However, we
cannot track the strain ﬁeld caused by converged electron beam
irradiation even at temperatures as low as of 50 °C. It may be
due to the weak strain ﬁeld caused by the relatively small lattice
expansion. The oxygen vacancy concentration in the Ce0.7Sm0.3O1.85 grain is much closer to the C-type Ce2O1.68 phase compared
to cases in grains with lower Sm concentrations as shown in
Figs. 1–3 and Figs. S5 and S6.
After calculating the diffusion coefﬁcients at different temperatures, the activation energy Ea for oxygen vacancy migration
was retrieved using a standard Arrhenius relation, shown in Eq.
(1). Fig. 4a gives these Arrhenius plots of the diffusion coefﬁcients from the grains with different Sm concentrations. For pure
CeO2, the Ea is 0.59 ± 0.01 eV (or 56.6 ± 1.25 kJ/mol) and the D0
is 4.0  109 cm2/s. It is very close to the calculated results [8,24].
While for Ce0.94Sm0.06O1.97, Ce0.89Sm0.11O1.945 and Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9, the Ea increased to 0.66 eV, 1.12 eV and then 1.27 eV,
respectively. The corresponding D0 are 1.7  104 cm2/s,
2.2  105 cm2/s and 2.8  108 cm2/s, respectively. Higher dopant
concentration means more scattering from dopants to oxygen
vacancies in their diffusion pathway. With more Sm doped into
CeO2 grains, both the temperature independent prefactor D0 and
activation energy Ea increased, while the prefactor D0 increases
much more dramatically. The high activation energy will impede
oxygen vacancy diffusion. However, combined with the high D0,
the doped ceria still show improved oxygen vacancy diffusion
coefﬁcient.

FIGURE 3

Oxygen vacancy diffusion in a Ce0.94Sm0.06O1.97 grain. (a)–(e) The diffusion process observed at 25 °C. (f)–(j) The diffusion process at 0 °C. (k)–(o) The diffusion
process at 20 °C.
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160 °C), our measured activation energies of oxygen vacancy diffusion can be explained as the combination of the migration and
association energies (Ea = Em + Eass) [3]. The maximum ionic conductivity at 20% Sm doping could be considered as the balance
between the increased D0 and activation energy at low and intermediate temperatures. The increase of our measured activation
energies with Sm doping is consistent with those measured using
an AC impedance method at the temperature range of 240–
1000 °C [21].
To understand the increase of the activation energies of oxygen vacancy diffusion as Sm is doped in CeO2, we performed
DFT + U calculations with an effective U value of 5.0 eV. Our previous studies [47,48] on stoichiometric and oxygen deﬁcient

The plots in Fig. 4b show the retrieved and measured diffusion
coefﬁcients at 0 °C and their activation energies correspond to
different doping concentrations of Sm. We can see the dramatic
increase in diffusion coefﬁcients at the low doping concentration
(from 0% to 6%). With more Sm doped inside the grain, the diffusion coefﬁcients close to saturated at 20% concentration. It was
reported that the increase of the oxygen vacancy concentration
could decrease the migration energy (Em) of oxygen vacancy diffusion [24], while high density of oxygen vacancies would
enhance the interactions between the dopants and oxygen
vacancies as well [10]. Therefore, the association energy (Eass)
may be increased dramatically by Sm doping in CeO2. As our
measurements were performed at low temperatures (20 °C to

FIGURE 4

Activation energy retrieved from a standard Arrhenius relation.(a) Arrhenius plots of oxygen vacancies diffusion coefficients in the temperature range of 20
to 160 °C. (b) The change in diffusion coefficients and activation energies with different Sm doping concentrations.

TABLE 1

Summary of oxygen vacancy diffusion in pure and Sm-doped ceria. Exp., MD and DFT stand for experimental measurement, molecular dynamics, and
density functional theory, respectively.
Sample

D0
cm2/s

Ea
eV

Temperature
K

Ref.

CeO2
Ce0.94Sm0.06O1.97
Ce0.89Sm0.11O1.945
Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9
CeO2
Ce0.937Sm0.063O1.98
Ce0.969Sm0.031O1.99
CeO1.8778
CeO1.92
Ce0.9Sm0.1O1.95

4  109
1.7  104
2.2  105
2.8  108

0.59
0.66
1.12
1.27
0.42
1.15
1.18
0.55
0.51
0.49
0.72
0.61
0.89
0.28
0.43
0.73
0.66
1.12
1.19
1.28

253–433
253–433
253–433
253–433

Exp.; this work
Exp.; this work
Exp.; this work
Exp.; this work
DFT; this work
DFT; this work
DFT; this work
MD; ref. [8]
Exp.; ref. [3]
Exp.; ref. [21]

5.7  105
1.5  105

Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9
CeO2
Ce0.934Sm0.066O1.967
Ce0.958Sm0.042O1.979
Ce0.937Sm0.063O1.98

2.55  1016

800–2200
1123–1423
>495
<495
>492
<492
323–473

300
700
1000

Exp.; ref. [21]
Exp.; ref. [22]
DFT; ref. [9]
DFT; ref. [3]
DFT; ref. [52]
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CeO2 systems clearly manifested that the 4f electrons are fully
localized on two cerium ions near an oxygen vacancy, including
its computed band gaps. As an initiative, to construct realistic
bulk models, we accurately located a transition state by using
the CI-NEB method with the (Ce32O63)2+ model (Fig. S8), where
the superscript refers to its charge. It clearly shows that its diffusion occurs on the diffusion axis as reported [24,49] (Fig. S9) and
its migration barrier locates at the midpoint between two cerium
ions [3,9,24,49] with the migration energy (Em) of 0.34 eV. Similar to the previous studies [3,9,24,49], to save the computational
time, we calculated the migration energy of oxygen vacancy diffusion by placing an oxygen ion at the midpoint of two cerium
ions (Fig. S10a), leading to 0.42 eV, which is in good agreement
with our CI-NEB result. Therefore, we assumed that this
approach for estimating a migration energy of oxygen vacancy
diffusion may be valid to apply for more realistic bulk models,
such as (4  2  2) supercell models (3.1% Sm-doped CeO2;
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Fig. S11). We, then, calculated a migration energy of oxygen
vacancy diffusion using the (Ce64O127)2+ model after generating
one oxygen vacancy (0.8 %), leading to that of 0.43 eV. Our calculated migration energy of 0.42 and 0.43 eV using pure CeO2
models are in excellent agreement with the computed [23] and
experimental [50,51] results of 0.47 eV and 0.49–0.76 eV, respectively. In particular, it is in line with our measured activation
energy of pure CeO2 of 0.59 eV using in situ TEM. Then to
explore the oxygen vacancy diffusion in Sm-doped CeO2, we prepared (Ce32Sm2O63)0 and (Ce62Sm2O127)0 (Figs. S8 and S11). The
previous studies [24,49] proposed the Ce-(TS)-Sm and Sm-(TS)Sm edge conﬁgurations for estimating the migration energy of
oxygen vacancy diffusion in the Sm-doped CeO2 system, where
TS stands for transition state. However, in this study, we only
considered the Sm–(TS)–Sm conﬁguration as the extreme
(Fig. S10b). As summarized in Table S1, it results in the migration
energies of 1.15 and 1.18 eV, respectively, using (Ce32Sm2O63)0

FIGURE 5

Abnormal oxygen vacancy concentration increases at dislocation sites. (a)–(l) Oxygen vacancy concentration distributions at different times. The maximum
concentration point shifted with time from one dislocation site to another. (m) Plot of maximum oxygen vacancy concentration with respect to time.
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and (Ce62Sm2O127)0, which are in good agreement with the previous computed migration energy [52]. Since all of possible conﬁgurations could not be considered by means of DFT
calculations, in this study, we computationally veriﬁed that as
pure ceria is doped by Sm ions, it requires higher activation energies. As discussed above [49], its association energy is highly contributed to the activation energy of oxygen vacancy diffusion. In
addition, a small doping can cause strong dopant-oxygen
vacancy associates, leading to thermodynamically a signiﬁcant
increase of migration entropy [52]. The experimental and computed results of the activation energies of pure and Sm doped
ceria are compiled in Table 1. Our measured results have a good
match with most of the reported data. The comparable low activation energy of 0.28 eV in Ref. [22] may be caused by the ultrathin sample, which is a 2–10 nm thick CeO2 ﬁlm.
Our measured activation energies of oxygen vacancy diffusion
for pure ceria is larger than the simulated ones. It cannot be the
grain boundary effect [21,24], for our measurements were carried
out inside a single ceria grain. Highly possibly, it is due to the

pinning effect of dislocations. There is a high density of dislocations in pure and doped CeO2 grains [29]. Fig. S12 gives the low
and high magniﬁcation TEM images of a CeO2 grain. The
counted dislocation density can reach 1.2  108 cm2. If the initial converged electron beam irradiated region contained some
dislocations, the diffusion process may be elongated as shown
in Fig. 5, in which the oxygen vacancies mapping calculated
from the 4D STEM images is recorded over time. The trend of d
changed with time and the inverse of time are plotted separately
in Fig. 5m and S13, respectively. Unlike the case in Fig. 1, the
maximum d did not continuously decrease with time. Three periods with an unusual increase in d can be identiﬁed in Fig. 5m. We
marked the maximum d point in each mapping with a white
arrowhead in Fig. 5a–l. Actually, these maximum d points did
not all correspond to the same site. Comparing the oxygen
vacancies mappings with the TEM bright-ﬁeld images in
Figs. S14a, S14b and S14c, which were recorded before and after
converged electron beam to do the irradiation, we can trace the d
maximum points to the two dislocations in the left side of the

FIGURE 6

The oxygen vacancies absorption effect of dislocations observed at 100 °C in a CeO2 grain. (a) Before converged electron beam irradiation, dislocations show
weak contrast. (b)–(d) TEM images recorded in time sequence after the irradiation. Dislocations show extended contrast. (e) 4D STEM image from the black
dashed rectangle marked area in (d). (f) Lattice expansion mapping from the same area in (e).
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irradiated region, which are marked by white arrowheads in
Fig. S14b. From 1332 s to 5993 s, the maximum d was located
at the top left dislocation, while from 5993 s to 9047 s, the maximum d was located at the bottom left dislocation. From 10293 s
to 15679 s, the maximum d shifted back to the top left dislocation again. We also noticed from 10293 s to 14264 s, the local
oxygen vacancy concentration at the right dislocation (marked
by yellow arrowhead) increased, although they are not the maximum point in the mapping. The unusual increase in the oxygen
vacancy concentration at the dislocation sites reveals the absorption effect of dislocations on the oxygen vacancies. The oxygen
vacancies diffuse ten times slower at the dislocation sites than
that at perfect grain site as revealed from the relationship
between d and the inverse of time in Fig. S13. It is reasonable that
the dislocation absorbed the oxygen vacancies and pinning them
locally, and then slowed down the oxygen vacancies in further
diffusion. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 5, which shows much
longer diffusion process than the case as mentioned in Fig. 1.
With increasing oxygen vacancy diffusion coefﬁcients with
temperature, the pinning effect of dislocations on oxygen vacancies will become more obvious. Fig. 6 gives a series of images to
show the diffusion process inside a CeO2 grain at 100 °C. Before
the electron beam was purposely focused to generate high oxygen vacancies region in the center, a bright-ﬁeld TEM image in
Fig. 6a gives very weak contrast of the dislocations, which are
marked with arrowheads. After strong electron beam irradiation,
we can see the high concentration of oxygen vacancies caused
strain contrast at the center. At the same time, the dislocations
surrounding the high oxygen vacancy region show enhanced
and extended contrast, which means a stronger strain ﬁeld
around them. Such contrast from the dislocations was stable
even after the center high oxygen vacancies region lost its strain
contrast in Fig. 6d. The normal strain ﬁeld around a dislocation
only spans around 2 nm from the core as displayed in Fig. S15.
However, the strain ﬁeld of dislocations in Fig. 6 covered an area
over 20 nm in size. We recorded a 4D STEM image in Fig. 6e from
the marked dislocation in Fig. 6d. The calculated lattice expansion around the dislocation is depicted in Fig. 6f. While the local
strain and oxygen vacancies mappings are displayed in Fig. S16.
We can see that the lattice expansion zone is sandwiched by two
compressed ones. The white arrowhead in Fig. 6f highlights the
oxygen vacancy diffusion direction away from the center high
concentration region. The compressed area (in blue color) corresponds to the oxygen vacancy depletion zone, which would dramatically slow down oxygen vacancy diffusion. Only 89 s is
needed for the high oxygen vacancies area to diffuse out completely in Fig. 2f-2i. However, in the diffusion process in Fig. 6,
we can still observe strain contrast from the center area after
144 s. The dislocations can absorb oxygen vacancies from their
surrounding and pin them locally. As a result, the pinned oxygen
vacancies lose mobility and cannot contribute to further diffusion. The extended strain ﬁeld around the dislocations slowed
down oxygen vacancy diffusion. Such pinning effect of dislocation on oxygen vacancies was also observed in Sm doped
CeO2. Video S2 gives one example in a Ce0.94Sm0.06O1.97 grain.
The extended strain ﬁeld around the dislocation is very stable,
while the converged electron beam irradiation generated high
oxygen vacancies region lost contrast within several seconds.
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Conclusions
By using insitu (S)TEM investigation, we have successfully measured the oxygen vacancy diffusion coefﬁcients for single grains
of CeO2, Ce0.94Sm0.06O1.97, Ce0.89Sm0.11O1.945 and Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9
at 20 °C to 160 °C and calculated their activation energies as
0.59 eV, 0.66 eV, 1.12 eV, and 1.27 eV, respectively, implying
activation energy increases due to impurity scattering. A dramatic increase in the diffusion coefﬁcients was observed at low
doping concentration (from 0% to 6%), while a saturation in
enhancement of diffusion coefﬁcient is approached at around
20% doping concentration. The maximum ionic conductivity
is reached at 20% concentration of Sm doping due to a compromise between the increase in vacancy concentration and association effect (that diminishes the diffusivity). The absorption of
oxygen vacancies by dislocations, or aggregation of oxygen
vacancies around the dislocations, results in smaller amount of
mobile oxygen vacancies and larger association energy of local
defects; thus, oxygen vacancy diffusion will be slowed down by
the dislocations. In order to facilitate fast diffusion of oxygen
vacancy at low temperatures, it is necessary to minimize the
density of dislocations in ceria grains.
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